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 59 

ABSTRACT 60 

Background: Sexual minorities are more likely than their heterosexual counterparts to develop 61 

alcohol use disorder (AUD) and understanding the underlying reasons for this heightened risk is 62 

a public health priority.  This study examined relationships between sexual orientation 63 

discrimination and DSM-5 AUD severity. 64 

Methods: The 2012-2013 National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions 65 

(NESARC-III) conducted in-person interviews with a nationally representative sample of U.S. 66 

adults (n=36,309).  Approximately 2.8% of the target population self-identified as lesbian, gay or 67 

bisexual, 3.1% had at least one past-year same-sex sexual partner, and 8.3% reported same-sex 68 

sexual attraction. 69 

Results: Adults who identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, heterosexual with same-sex attraction 70 

and/or current same-sex sexual partner, and those not sure of their sexual identity, had higher 71 

rates of individual DSM-5 AUD criteria than heterosexual-identified adults with only opposite-72 

sex attraction and sexual partners.  Respondents who were bisexual or unsure of their sexual 73 

identity consistently had the highest probabilities of endorsing each of these AUD criteria 74 

relative to the other subgroups. Differences in AUD severity across sexual orientation subgroups 75 

were much larger among women than among men.  Sexual minorities who experienced higher 76 

levels of sexual orientation discrimination had significantly higher levels of AUD severity than 77 

sexual minorities who experienced lower levels, or no discrimination. In particular, greater levels 78 

of sexual orientation discrimination increased the odds of impaired control symptoms and 79 

pharmacologic symptoms. Associations between prior-to-past-year sexual orientation 80 

discrimination and AUD severity were not as robust as those involving past-year discrimination. 81 

Conclusions: Sexual minorities are at substantially greater risk of severe DSM-5 AUD, and this 82 

is particularly true among those who experience high levels of sexual orientation discrimination. 83 

Findings indicate that proximal experiences of discrimination are more salient than distal 84 

experiences.  AUD treatment should address recent sexual orientation discrimination given that 85 

such experiences are associated with more severe AUD.   86 
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INTRODUCTION  88 

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) carries a large health, social and economic burden worldwide 89 

(World Health Organization, 2014). In the U.S. alone, more than 65 million adults meet the 90 

criteria for an AUD in their lifetime (Grant et al., 2015a). There is a wealth of research indicating 91 

that lesbian, gay and bisexual (LGB) individuals (also referred to as sexual minorities) are at 92 

heightened risk for heavy drinking and AUD (Cochran & Mays, 2006; Drabble et al., 2005, 93 

2013; Green & Feinstein, 2012; Hughes & Eliason, 2002; Hughes et al., 2010a, 2010b; Kerridge 94 

et al., 2017; McCabe et al., 2004, 2005, 2009; Medley et al., 2016).  Enhancing understanding of 95 

the underlying reasons for health disparities among sexual minorities is a public health priority 96 

(Institute of Medicine, 2011).  Although researchers increasingly consider sexual orientation an 97 

important area of inquiry, to our knowledge there have been no investigations of potential risk 98 

factors for greater AUD severity among sexual minorities using DSM-IV or DSM-5 criteria.  99 

Many studies on sexual minority health have posited that disparities are related to sexual 100 

minority stress (Cochhran et al., 2003; Drabble et al., 2005; Hughes & Eliason, 2002; Meyer, 101 

2003), 

There is evidence that risk of heavy drinking and AUD differs based on sex (Eisenberg & 115 

Wechsler, 2003; Hughes et al., 2016; McCabe et al., 2005, 2009).  Although studies in the U.S. 116 

and elsewhere have, almost without exception, found higher rates of heavy drinking and AUD 117 

yet no large-scale studies have directly tested this proposition for AUD severity among 102 

sexual minorities.  Although sexual orientation includes multiple dimensions (e.g., attraction, 103 

behavior and identity), the few national alcohol studies that have assessed sexual orientation 104 

have generally focused on only one or two dimensions.  Findings from these studies suggest that 105 

sexual identity is a more salient predictor of AUD than sexual behavior (Drabble et al., 2013; 106 

McCabe et al., 2009; Talley et al., 2015).  For instance, McCabe and colleagues (2009) found 107 

greater odds of DSM-IV alcohol dependence among women and men who identified as 108 

lesbian/gay than those who identified as heterosexual, but found no such differences based on 109 

sex of sexual partners.  Although sexual minority women and men who “identify” as lesbian/gay 110 

may have greater exposure to discrimination and other forms of minority stress than those who 111 

engage in same-sex behavior or have same-sex attractions but do not identify as a sexual 112 

minority, prior studies emphasize the importance of assessing multiple measures of sexual 113 

orientation (Drabble et al., 2013; McCabe et al., 2009; Talley et al., 2015). 114 A
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among sexual minority men and women, the associations are consistently stronger for sexual 118 

minority women (Eisenberg & Wechsler, 2003; Hughes et al., 2010a, 2016; McCabe et al., 2005, 119 

2009). Thus, it is important to consider potential sex differences in research focusing on AUD 120 

among sexual minorities (Hughes et al., 2016; IOM, 2011). 121 

The current study is based on the premise that sexual minorities are at heightened risk of 122 

AUD as a consequence of environmental, institutional and social factors associated with being 123 

part of a stigmatized and marginalized population (e.g., Herek, 2009; IOM, 2011; McCabe et al., 124 

2010).  The minority stress model describes how discrimination, social stigma, prejudice, and 125 

victimization contributes to heightened risk of AUD among sexual minorities (Meyer 1995, 126 

2001, 2003). Meyer (2003) proposed a number of processes directly related to minority stress, 127 

including: stressful events and conditions such as exposure to harassment, victimization and 128 

violence; expectations of such events and the vigilance that this expectation requires; 129 

internalization of negative societal attitudes about homosexuality; and concealment of one’s 130 

sexual orientation.  Sexual orientation discrimination has been shown to be associated with 131 

substance use and compromised mental health (e.g., Bostwick et al., 2014; Hatzenbuehler et al., 132 

2009, 2010; Lee et al., 2016; Lewis et al., 2003; Mays & Cochran, 2001; McCabe et al., 2010, in 133 

press; Slater et al., 2017).  134 

Although evidence suggests that exposure to sexual minority stressors, such as 135 

discrimination, is associated with substance use and poor health, a number of gaps and 136 

limitations remain in the literature. As noted above, most studies using nationally representative 137 

samples have included only one of the three major dimensions of sexual orienation. In addition, 138 

existing studies have focused primarily on the prevalence of AUD and have not considered AUD 139 

severity. Moreover, the majority of existing studies include relatively small samples that prohibit 140 

examinations of sex differences, individuals who are “not sure” about their sexual orientation, 141 

and risk factors associated with severe AUD among sexual minorities.  To address these gaps, 142 

theory-driven studies are needed to enhance understanding of AUD severity among sexual 143 

minorities and to better inform development of evidence-based and targeted prevention strategies 144 

for this high-risk population.   145 

To date, research using the minority stress model has primarily explored the connections 146 

among sexual identity, discrimination, and health outcomes rather than accounting for multiple 147 

sexual orientation dimensions.  Thus, the major objectives of this study are to (1) examine the 148 
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prevalence of DSM-5 AUD symptoms as a function of sexual orientation, (2) assess associations 149 

between sexual orientation discrimination and DSM-5 AUD severity among sexual minorities, 150 

and (3) examine potential variations in these associations based on sex and sexual orientation 151 

dimensions.   152 

 153 

MATERIALS AND METHOD S 154 

Study design 155 

The 2012-2013 NESARC-III included a nationally representative sample from the general 156 

civilian noninstitutionalized population of U.S. adults ages 18 years and older (n = 36,309).  The 157 

Alcohol Use Disorder and Associated Disabilities Interview Schedule-5 (AUDADIS-5) is a 158 

structured diagnostic interview and was used to conduct in-person interviews in households. The 159 

household response rate was 72%, the person response rate was 84%, and the overall response 160 

rate was 60%. The NESARC-III study design is described in more detail elsewhere; all 161 

procedures received full human subjects review and institutional review board approval (Grant et 162 

al., 2015b, NESARC-III source statement). 

Using NESARC-III data, approximately 66.2% of the population was estimated to identify as 164 

White, 11.8% as African American, 5.7% Asian, 14.7% Hispanic, and 1.6% as Native American 165 

or another race/ethnicity.  After applying the final survey weights, approximately 2.8% of the 166 

population self-identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual; 3.1% reported at least one same-sex sexual 167 

partner in the past year; and 8.3% of the population reported same-sex sexual attraction. An 168 

estimated 8.9% (SE = 0.24) identified as a sexual minority based on at least one of the three 169 

sexual orientation dimensions.  Slightly more women than men endorsed same-sex sexual 170 

attraction and sexual identity while slightly more men endorsed same-sex sexual behavior.  171 

  163 

 172 

Measures 173 

Past-year DSM-5 alcohol use disorder (AUD) and AUD severity was assessed according to 174 

criteria of the DSM-5 using the AUDADIS-5.  Consistent with the DSM-5, a past-year AUD 175 

diagnosis was based on the presence of at least two of the 11 DSM-5 criteria (American 176 

Psychiatric Association, 2013; Hasin et al., 2013); past-year non-drinkers and lifetime abstainers, 177 

originally coded as having missing values on the 11 DSM-5 criteria in the NESARC-III data, had 178 

the missing values overwritten with responses of “no” prior to variable creation and analysis.  179 
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Alcohol use disorder criteria were grouped into the following four categories based on the DSM-180 

5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013): (1) impaired control (e.g., drank more or longer 181 

than intended, tried unsuccessfully to cut down, spent a lot of time drinking, or craving); (2) 182 

social impairment (e.g., role interference, family/friend problems, or gave up activities); (3) risky 183 

use (e.g., drank in risky situations or alcohol-related health problems); and (4) pharmacologic 184 

(e.g., tolerance or withdrawal).  An AUD severity scale was created by summing yes/no 185 

responses to the 11 symptoms (range 0-11). Reliability and validity of the DSM-based diagnoses 186 

of AUD have been examined previously (e.g. Grant et al., 2015a, 2015c; Hasin et al., 2015). 187 

DSM-5 AUD criteria scales demonstrated excellent reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient 188 

[ICC] = 0.9) in a large population sample (Grant et al., 2015c). Small counts of “unknown” 189 

responses on the 11 DSM-5 criteria were handled two ways: left as missing or replaced with a 190 

“no” response. These alternatives did not have any substantial impact on the analysis and all 191 

reported analyses are based on the latter approach.   192 

Sexual orientation discrimination was based on questions from the Experiences with 193 

Discrimination scale (Krieger and Sidney, 1997; Krieger et al., 2005).  The sexual orientation 194 

discrimination measure assessed six different types of discrimination that respondents may have 195 

experienced because they were assumed to be a sexual minority (e.g., obtaining health care, 196 

receiving health care, obtaining a job, applying to school, interacting with police, public 197 

locations, verbal or physical aggression).  The range of responses for each item was never (0) to 198 

very often (4). Two scales were created by summing responses to the six items for prior-to-past-199 

year and past-year discrimination, and each scale ranged from 0 to 24 (McCabe et al., 2010; 200 

Ruan et al., 2008).  Both sexual orientation discrimination scales had excellent reliability based 201 

on data from the NESARC-II (Cronbach’s alphas = 0.84 and 0.81; Ruan et al., 2008) and the 202 

NESARC-III  (Cronbach’s alphas = 0.88 and 0.89; McCabe et al., in press). 203 

Sociodemographic/background characteristics and other covariates included sex, age, 204 

race/ethnicity, educational status, urbanicity, and geographical region.  Sexual orientation 205 

subgroups were created based on prior research (e.g., Drabble et al., 2005, 2009) by combining 206 

the three sexual orientation dimensions into the following five mutually exclusive sexual 207 

orientation subgroups: (1) lesbian/gay-identified, (2) bisexual-identified, (3) unsure of their 208 

sexual identity, (4) heterosexual-identified with same-sex attraction and/or behavior, and (5) 209 

heterosexual-identified without same-sex attraction or behavior. History of household substance-210 
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related problems was assessed by asking respondents whether a parent or other adult living in 211 

their home had an alcohol or drug problem before respondents were 18 years of age (Ruan et al., 212 

2008).   213 

Other past-year DSM-5 substance use disorders (SUDs) were assessed using DSM-5 based 214 

AUDADIS-5 criteria for drug-specific diagnoses related to nine substances: cannabis, cocaine, 215 

heroin, hallucinogens, inhalants, prescription opioids, sedatives/tranquilizers, stimulants, and 216 

other drugs (e.g., ecstasy, ketamine). Consistent with past-year AUD, each DSM-5 SUD 217 

diagnosis required positive responses to two or more of the 11 criteria in the 12 months 218 

preceding the interview for each drug-specific SUD.  DSM-5 other mental health disorders were 219 

assessed using the AUDADIS-5, including lifetime antisocial personality and conduct disorders.  220 

Reliability and validity of the DSM-5 based AUDADIS-5 diagnoses of substance use and other 221 

mental health disorders have been established in numerous psychometric studies (Grant et al., 222 

2015c, 2016; Hasin et al., 2015).   223 

 224 

Statistical analysis 225 

All statistical analyses were design-based and incorporated the complex design features of the 226 

NESARC-III  sample, including stratification of the target population, multistage cluster 227 

sampling, and weighting to compensate for unequal probabilities of selection and differential 228 

nonresponse across population subgroups (see Grant et al. 2015b for more information about the 229 

NESARC-III survey weight calculations).  We used Stata software (Version 15.1), specifically 230 

the “svy” suite of commands, to perform all design-based analyses. Variance estimates were 231 

computed using Taylor Series Linearization to reflect the complex sampling features 232 

(stratification, cluster sampling, and weighting) in the estimates of sampling variance. 233 

We began with descriptive analyses, first estimating the probability of endorsing each of the 234 

11 individual DSM-5 AUD criteria among men and women, overall and separately for each of 235 

the five sexual orientation subgroups (as defined in the Measures section). Next, we focused on 236 

the subpopulation of individuals who met criteria for past-year AUD (i.e., those reporting two or 237 

more DSM-5 AUD symptoms, American Psychiatric Association, 2013), and estimated 238 

percentages of men and women (overall and by sexual orientation subgroup) who endorsed each 239 

of the 11 individual AUD criteria.  Sexual orientation subgroup differences were tested using 240 

design-adjusted Rao-Scott tests of association (Rao and Scott, 1984; Rao and Thomas, 1988). 241 
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Finally, we estimated the percentages of men and women who endorsed various symptom 242 

groupings based on the DSM-5 (i.e., impaired control, social impairment, risky use, and 243 

pharmacologic).  244 

Next, we fit multivariable regression models to examine associations between past-year 245 

sexual orientation discrimination and AUD severity and symptom groupings, adjusting for other 246 

relevant covariates.  First, among respondents who were asked about past-year sexual orientation 247 

discrimination, we began with a linear regression model for past-year AUD severity (with 248 

discrete values ranging from 0 to 11). Given that the distribution of this symptom count variable 249 

included a large number of zeroes, we also tested Poisson and Negative Binomial regression 250 

models to evaluate model fit and robustness of the estimated relationships. We controlled for sex, 251 

race/ethnicity, age, education, urbanicity, region of the U.S., indicators of any lifetime antisocial 252 

or conduct disorders, any history of a parent or other adult in the household with substance-253 

related problems, and any indicators of other past-year drug use disorders in each of these 254 

models. To determine whether the relationship between AUD severity and past-year sexual 255 

orientation discrimination was moderated by sex or sexual orientation, we also tested two-way 256 

interactions between sex and sexual orientation subgroups with sexual orientation discrimination 257 

in each of the AUD severity models.  258 

Finally, we fit five design-based binary logistic regression models to the five indicators of 259 

different symptom groupings (which were not mutually exclusive), including the same covariates 260 

and interaction terms and focusing on the relationship of past-year sexual orientation 261 

discrimination with the probability of endorsing each type of AUD in the past year. Given the 262 

number of analyses performed, we considered p < 0.01 to be indicative of statistical significance 263 

(Benjamin et al., 2018).   264 

 265 

RESULTS 266 

Prevalence of past-year DSM-5 alcohol use disorder (AUD) criteria by sex and sexual 267 

orientation: Overall sample 268 

Table 1 shows the estimated probabilities of endorsing each of the past-year DSM-5 AUD 269 

criteria among U.S. adults aged 18 years and older based on sexual orientation—separately for 270 

men and women—in the overall sample. Among men, the five sexual orientation subgroups 271 

varied significantly (p < 0.01) in endorsement of eight of the 11 AUD criteria, whereas among 272 
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women the five subgroups varied significantly on all 11 AUD criteria. Furthermore, the 273 

differences among subgroups tended to be larger among women than among men.  Individuals 274 

who identified as bisexual or those unsure of their sexual identity had the highest probabilities of 275 

endorsing each of the criteria relative to the other subgroups, especially among women. 276 

 277 

--Please insert Table 1 about here— 278 

 279 

Based on the overall sample, the five sexual orientation subgroups tended to vary 280 

significantly in terms of the probabilities of endorsing the DSM-5 AUD symptom groupings (i.e., 281 

impaired control, social impairment, risky use, pharmacologic). Bisexual men and women tended 282 

to have the highest probabilities of endorsing most AUD symptom groupings (Table 2). Notably, 283 

heterosexual-identified women who reported same-sex behavior had a higher probability than 284 

bisexual women of reporting symptoms related to risky alcohol use. Further, although there were 285 

several significant associations between sexual orientation and symptom groupings among both 286 

men and women, sexual orientation subgroup differences tended to be much larger among 287 

women, particularly when comparing the heterosexuals with no same-sex attraction or behavior 288 

to the other four subgroups. Similarly, we found that the five subgroups varied in terms of AUD 289 

severity (see Supplemental Table 1).   290 

 291 

--Please insert Table 2 about here-- 292 

 293 

We also examined the estimated percentages of men and women in the overall sample and in 294 

each sexual orientation subgroup who met criteria for past-year DSM-5 AUD (see Supplemental 295 

Table 1). The past-year prevalence of DSM-5 AUD did not differ significantly between 296 

heterosexual-identified men with no same-sex attraction or behavior (17.1%) and heterosexual-297 

identified men with same-sex attraction or behavior (14.5%), but was elevated among bisexual 298 

men (31.4%), gay men (26.2%) and men who were unsure of their sexual identity (23.7%, p < 299 

0.01).  In contrast, past-year DSM-5 AUD was much less prevalent among heterosexual-300 

identified women with no same-sex attraction or behavior (8.8%) than among bisexual women 301 

(29.3%), lesbian women (24.5%), and heterosexual-identified women with same-sex attraction or 302 

behavior (18.8%, p < 0.01).  The sample sizes reported in supplemental Table 1 represent the 303 
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NESARC-III  subsamples for each sex-specific sexual orientation category (e.g., there were 304 

14,228 men in the NESARC-III  sample who identified as heterosexual with no same sex 305 

attraction or behavior). The probability of having a more severe AUD (based on a count of 306 

criteria) tended to be larger for bisexual respondents and those unsure of their sexual identity. In 307 

addition, differences across sexual orientation subgroups were again larger for women than for 308 

men. In particular, bisexual women were nearly three times as likely as heterosexual women with 309 

no same-sex attraction or behavior to meet criteria for any AUD.  310 

 311 

Prevalence of past-year DSM-5 alcohol use disorder (AUD) criteria by sex and sexual 312 

orientation: Sub-sample of respondents with a past-year AUD 313 

Among the sub-population of U.S. adults who met criteria for a past-year AUD, we 314 

examined the prevalence of individual criteria across sexual orientation subgroups, separately for 315 

men and women (see Supplemental Table 2). Among men with a past-year AUD, the five sexual 316 

orientation subgroups did not vary significantly in the probability of endorsing any of the 11 317 

AUD criteria. However, among women with a past-year AUD, we found statistically significant 318 

differences in endorsements of criterion 3 (spent a lot of time drinking), criterion 4 (craving / 319 

urges), criterion 5 (role interference), and criterion 6 (family / friend problems). Bisexual women 320 

and women unsure of their sexual identity consistently showed the highest probabilities of 321 

endorsing each of these criteria (3 through 6) relative to the other subgroups. Furthermore, 322 

women unsure of their sexual identity tended to have substantially higher probabilities of criteria 323 

7 through 11; however, given the small subgroup sizes, these differences, while noteworthy, 324 

were only marginally significant (see Supplemental Table 2). 325 

 326 

Past-year DSM-5 alcohol use disorder (AUD) severity as a function of sexual orientation 327 

discrimination: Sub-sample of sexual minorities 328 

Results of regression analyses for past-year AUD severity showed that, after adjusting for the 329 

covariates, past-year sexual orientation discrimination tended to be a stronger correlate than 330 

prior-to-past-year sexual orientation discrimination (see Table 3). As shown in Figure 1 and 331 

Table 3, higher levels of past-year sexual orientation discrimination were associated with 332 

significantly greater AUD severity among sexual minority respondents, when adjusting for the 333 

covariates. We arrived at similar inferences about these relationships when using a negative 334 
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binomial regression modeling approach. In addition, other past-year substance use disorders and 335 

lifetime conduct and antisocial personality disorders were associated with significantly greater 336 

AUD severity among sexual minority respondents, when adjusting for the covariates.  No 337 

significant interactions were found involving sex or sexual orientation subgroups. Similarly, we 338 

found that higher levels of sexual orientation discrimination increased the probability of having 339 

mild AUD (2-3 symptoms), moderate AUD (4-5 symptoms) and severe AUD (6 or more 340 

symptoms) (see Supplemental Figure 1).   341 

 342 

--Please insert Table 3 and Figure 1 about here-- 343 

 344 

As shown in Table 4, there were similar associations between past-year sexual orientation 345 

discrimination and the probabilities of reporting the various AUD symptom groupings. 346 

Specifically, we found that greater levels of past-year sexual orientation discrimination increased 347 

the odds of social impairment symptoms and pharmacologic symptoms (see Table 4 and Figure 348 

2). None of the two-way or three-way interactions tested were significant at the p < 0.01 level. 349 

 350 

 351 

--Please insert Table 4 and Figure 2 about here-- 352 

 353 

 354 

DISCUSSION  355 

Alcohol use disorders are among the most prevalent mental health disorders and contribute 356 

considerably to morbidity and mortality worldwide (Rehm et al., 2009; World Health 357 

Organization, 2014).  This is the first study to use a nationally representative sample to examine 358 

the association between DSM-5 AUD severity and sexual orientation discrimination.  The 359 

Institute of Medicine report on the health of sexual and gender minorities emphasized that the 360 

absence of explanatory frameworks hampers the ability to effectively prevent, mitigate or treat 361 

AUD in high-risk vulnerable populations (Institute of Medicine, 2011).  Several reviews of the 362 

literature have concluded that sexual minorities are at greater risk of compromised mental health 363 

as a result of factors, such as discrimination and stress, related to their sexual minority status 364 

(Green & Feinstein, 2012; Institute of Medicine, 2011; Meyer et al., 2003).  To this end, we 365 
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considered sexual orientation discrimination as possible correlates of DSM-5 AUD severity. Our 366 

findings provide new evidence that sexual minorities who experience high levels of sexual 367 

orientation discrimination are at substantially increased risk of severe AUD.  368 

It is estimated that over 30 million U.S. adults meet criteria for a past-year DSM-5 AUD and 369 

over 3 million global deaths were attributable to alcohol consumption in 2012 (Grant et al., 370 

2015a; WHO, 2014).  In the current study, differences in DSM-5 AUD severity across sexual 371 

orientation subgroups were larger among women than among men. Overall, our results are 372 

consistent with those of other studies showing that lesbian and bisexual women are more likely 373 

than exclusively heterosexual (i.e., those report no same-sex behavior) women to report alcohol-374 

related problems, and that subgroup differences among men are smaller (Drabble et al., 2005; 375 

Hughes et al., 2016; McCabe et al., 2009, 2013).  Previous studies have highlighted several 376 

factors that could account for such sex differences. These include adoption of non-traditional 377 

gender roles by sexual minorities, earlier age of drinking onset, higher rates of victimization 378 

among sexual minority women, and sex differences in drinking motivations and social venues 379 

(Hughes et al., 2016; McCabe et al., 2013; Trocki et al., 2005).  Talley and colleagues (2015) 380 

found that women whose sexual identity did not match their sexual behavior or sexual attraction 381 

were at increased risk of hazardous drinking.  Our findings suggest that such discordance may 382 

operate differently for women and men and support the need for research aimed at understanding 383 

reasons for sex differences in the association between sexual orientation discordance and 384 

substance use disorders.  385 

In the current study, even sexual minority adults who did not report past-year or prior-to-386 

past-year sexual orientation discrimination had significantly higher rates of past-year DSM-5 387 

AUD than exclusively heterosexual adults (18.5% vs. 12.8%, p < 0.01).  This suggests that 388 

factors other than sexual orientation discrimination contribute to AUD among sexual minorities, 389 

or that the measures do not capture all forms of discrimination.  For example, internalized 390 

homophobia, identity concealment, fear of rejection, and discrimination based on age, sex, or 391 

race/ethnicity (Himmelstein et al., 2015; Hughes et al., 2010a, 2010b; McCabe et al., 2010; 392 

McLaughlin et al., 2009; Meyer, 1995, 2001, 2003; Rosario et al., 2009) may be important 393 

contributors to AUD risk. Unfortunately, these measures were not available in the NESARC-III .  394 

In addition, we found that other past-year substance use disorders and lifetime conduct or 395 

antisocial personality disorders were associated with significantly greater AUD severity and 396 
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AUD symptoms among sexual minority respondents.  These findings, along with prior work, 397 

highlight additional factors such as polysubstance use and psychiatric comorbidities that may 398 

need to be taken into account and tailored to the needs of sexual minorities in prevention and 399 

treatment planning (Bostwick et al., 2014; Kerridge et al., 2017; McCabe et al., 2009; Medley et 400 

al., 2016).  Finally, we found that associations between prior-to-past-year sexual orientation 401 

discrimination and DSM-5 AUD severity were not as robust as past-year discrimination, 402 

suggesting that more proximal experiences of discrimination experiences involve greater risk for 403 

AUD than more distal experiences.  404 

The present study has limitations that should be considered when weighing the implications 405 

of the results.  First, the findings may underestimate DSM-5 AUD because the NESARC-III does 406 

not collect data from some subgroups (e.g., incarcerated individuals) with increased risk of AUD 407 

(Compton et al., 2010).  Second, due to the cross-sectional design, causal inferences could not be 408 

made. Third, we focused on individual-level discrimination. Prior work has found that societal-409 

level conditions that constrain individuals’ opportunities, resources, and well-being are 410 

associated with heightened risk of psychiatric disorders among sexual minorities (Hatzenbuehler 411 

et al., 2009; Link & Phelan, 2001).  Fourth, the NESARC-III did not include other measures such 412 

as gender identity, internalized homophobia, and family rejection that could be associated with 413 

DSM-5 AUD severity. Finally, lifetime AUD severity could not be determined based on data 414 

from the NESARC-III .  Prospective research is needed to better understand the associations 415 

between AUD symptoms and sexual orientation given that sexual identity and AUD symptoms 416 

can change over time (Dawson et al., 2007; Diamond, 2008). Results of the present study also 417 

provide new evidence that U.S. adults who are unsure about their sexual identity are at hightened 418 

risk of AUD—a finding that warrants additional future research.  419 

In conclusion, findings from this study provide evidence of heightened risk of severe DSM-5 420 

AUD among sexual minorities relative to heterosexuals—and that this risk is compounded by 421 

sexual orientation-related discrimination.  Risk of AUD was particularly evident among bisexual 422 

men and women and those unsure of their sexual identity.  Further, differences in AUD severity 423 

across sexual orientation subgroups were much larger among women than among men.  Higher 424 

levels of sexual orientation discrimination increased the odds of social impairment symptoms 425 

and pharmacologic symptoms.  Such findings highlight the importance of prevention and early 426 

intervention strategies that take into account more severe AUD and recent sexual orientation 427 
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discrimination experiences in efforts to reduce alcohol-use-related disparities based on sexual 428 

orientation.   429 
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Figure Legends 603 

 604 

Figure 1

 608 

. Adjusted Mean Number of Past-Year DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Severity Criteria 605 

as a Function of Past-Year and Prior-to-Past-Year Sexual Orientation Discrimination (Source: 606 

NESARC-III)  607 

Figure 2

 612 

. Past-Year DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Criteria Groupings (Impaired Control, Social 609 

Impairment, Risky Use, Pharmacologic) as a Function of Past-Year Sexual Orientation 610 

Discrimination (Source: NESARC-III)  611 
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Table 1. Estimated Percentages of U.S. Adults Endorsing Individual Past-Year DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Criteria Based on Sexual Orientation: Overall Sample 

 Impaired Control Social Impairment Risky Use Pharmacologic 

 Criteria 1: 

Drank 

more or 

longer 

% 

Criteria 2: 

Tried to 

cut down 

% 

Criteria 3: 

Drink a 

lot of time 

% 

Criteria 4: 

Craving / 

urges 

% 

Criteria 5: 

Role 

inter-

ference 

% 

Criteria 6: 

Close rel’t 

problems 

% 

Criteria 7: 

Gave up 

activities 

% 

Criteria 8: 

Risky 

situation 

% 

Criteria 9: 

Health 

problem 

% 

Criteria 10: 

Tolerance 

% 

Criteria 11: 

Withdrawal 

% 

Men            

All Men (n = 15,544) 13.1% 12.3% 4.7% 9.5% 1.7% 6.2% 1.6% 11.7% 6.5% 9.2% 6.6% 

Sexual Orientation 

Subgroups (Men) 

           

Hetero-identified, no

(n=14,228) 

 same-

sex attraction or behavior 

13.0% 12.0% 4.6% 9.3% 1.6% 6.1% 1.6% 11.7% 6.4% 9.1% 6.4% 

Hetero-identified, same-sex 

attraction or behavior  

(n=782) 

11.4% 12.6% 3.9% 8.3% 1.9% 5.7% 0.9% 8.4% 5.7% 8.6% 6.9% 

 

Gay-identified (n=321) 18.7% 20.1% 10.2% 16.0% 3.1% 9.9% 4.0% 17.5% 11.0% 11.9% 10.4% 

Bisexual-identified (n=144) 24.5% 22.7% 11.9% 16.6% 4.2% 12.9% 5.8% 17.3% 7.4% 15.1% 15.7% 

Not sure (n=69) 10.0% 25.2% 9.6% 11.7% 8.6% 7.8% 5.8% 11.6% 10.1% 19.9% 12.6% 

Differences P < 0.01 1 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P = 0.04 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P = 0.08 P = 0.04 P < 0.01 

Women            

All Women (n = 19,956) 8.7% 6.9% 2.6% 6.3% 1.1% 3.1% 0.9% 5.4% 4.1% 4.9% 4.6% 

Sexual Orientation 

Subgroups (Women) 

           

Hetero-identified, no

(n=17,845) 

 same-

sex attraction or behavior  

7.8% 6.1% 2.0% 5.3% 0.8% 2.6% 0.7% 4.6% 3.5% 4.4% 3.9% A
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Hetero-identified, same-sex 

attraction or behavior  

(n=1,294) 

13.7% 10.4% 6.0% 13.0% 2.6% 5.2% 2.3% 11.0% 7.5% 7.8% 8.6% 

 

Lesbian-identified (n=265) 17.9% 15.3% 5.6% 16.7% 2.3% 9.3% 2.1% 14.7% 9.3% 12.0% 10.9% 

Bisexual-identified (n=422) 23.1% 21.5% 11.1% 20.8% 7.5% 14.4% 4.1% 14.9% 13.4% 14.3% 15.2% 

Not sure (n=130) 22.7% 17.4% 16.7% 21.5% 6.4% 12.9% 6.7% 15.3% 17.4% 17.2% 18.4% 

Differences P < 0.01 1 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 

Notes: 1

 

Differences are based on Rao-Scott chi-square tests. Past-year non-drinkers originally had missing values on the 11 DSM-5 criteria in the NESARC-III data, had the missing values overwritten 

with responses of “no” prior to variable creation and analysis.  Small counts of unknown responses (9) were recoded to 0 (no) for each analysis; results did not change when treating unknown responses 

as missing. 

Table 2. Estimated Percentages of U.S. Adults Endorsing At Least One Symptom From Past-Year DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Criteria Groupings Based on 

Sexual Orientation: Overall Sample 

 No AUD 

criteria 

(no criteria) 

% 

Impaired Control 

(at least one 

symptom; criteria 

#1 - #4) 

% 

Social Impairment 

(at least one 

symptom; criteria 

#5 - #7) 

% 

Risky Use 

(at least one 

symptom; criteria 

#8 - #9) 

% 

Pharmacologic 

(at least one 

symptom; criteria 

#10 - #11) 

% 

Men      

All Men (n = 15,544) 71.9% 22.1% 7.0% 14.5% 12.5% 

Sexual Orientation Subgroups       

Heterosexual-identified, no 72.2%  same-sex attraction or 

behavior (n = 14,228) 

21.7% 6.9% 14.5% 12.3% 

Heterosexual-identified, same-sex attraction or 

behavior (n = 782) 

73.4% 21.3% 7.0% 10.9% 12.1% 

Gay-identified (n = 321) 60.4% 33.0% 12.2% 20.8% 16.7% 

Bisexual-identified (n = 144) 59.0% 38.4% 14.1% 20.2% 21.5% 
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Not sure (n = 69) 67.9% 27.9% 10.3% 13.1% 21.6% 

Differences P < 0.01 1 P < 0.01 P = 0.01 P < 0.01 P = 0.02 

      

Women      

All Women (n = 19,956) 82.0% 14.0% 3.6% 7.7% 7.7% 

Sexual Orientation Subgroups      

Heterosexual-identified, no 83.5%  same-sex attraction or 

behavior (n = 17,845) 

12.7% 3.0% 6.6% 6.8% 

Heterosexual-identified, same-sex attraction or 

behavior (n = 1,294) 

72.2% 22.1% 6.5% 15.1% 12.9% 

Lesbian-identified (n = 265) 68.6% 27.5% 10.1% 18.9% 18.2% 

Bisexual-identified (n = 422) 57.1% 35.3% 15.0% 22.4% 21.6% 

Not sure (n = 130) 64.8% 32.0% 13.1% 21.5% 22.9% 

Differences P < 0.01 1 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 

Notes: 1

 

Differences are based on Rao-Scott chi-square tests. Past-year non-drinkers originally had missing values on the 11 DSM-5 criteria in the NESARC-III data, had the missing values overwritten 

with responses of “no” prior to variable creation and analysis.  Small counts of unknown responses (9) were recoded to 0 (no) for each analysis; results did not change when treating unknown responses 

as missing. 

 

 

Table 3. Regression Models for Past-Year DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Severity as a Function of Sexual Orientation Discrimination: Subpopulation of U.S. 

Sexual Minorities Asked About Sexual Orientation Discrimination 

 Linear Regression Negative Binomial Regression (log link) 

 Model 1: Past-Year  

DSM-5 AUD Severity as a 

function of Past-Year Sexual 

Model 2: Past-Year  

DSM-5 AUD Severity as a 

function of PPY Sexual 

Model 3: Past-Year  

DSM-5 AUD Severity as a 

function of Past-Year Sexual 

Model 4: Past-Year  

DSM-5 AUD Severity as a 

function of PPY Sexual 
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Orientation Discrimination; 

n = 3,463 

Orientation Discrimination; 

n = 3,460 

Orientation Discrimination; 

n = 3,463 

Orientation Discrimination; 

n = 3,460 

Covariates Estimated Coefficient [95% CI] Estimated Coefficient [95% CI] Estimated Coefficient [95% CI] Estimated Coefficient [95% CI] 

Intercept   0.02 [-0.24, 0.28]   0.01 [-0.25, 0.27]  -1.99 [-2.53, -1.44]**  -2.00 [-2.56, -1.44]** 

Sexual orientation 

discrimination scale

 
1   0.07 [0.02, 0.12]* 

 

  0.04 [<0.01, 0.07] 

 

  0.06 [0.02, 0.10]* 

 

  0.04 [0.01, 0.07] 

Sex     

  Male   —   —   —   — 

  Female  -0.12 [-0.30, 0.06]  -0.12 [-0.30, 0.06]  -0.19 [-0.35, -0.03]  -0.19 [-0.35, -0.03] 

Race/ethnicity     

  White   —   —   —   — 

  Black   0.18 [-0.06, 0.42]   0.19 [-0.05, 0.44]   0.12 [-0.08, 0.33]   0.14 [-0.07, 0.34] 

  Hispanic  -0.06 [-0.28, 0.16]  -0.04 [-0.26, 0.18]  -0.17 [-0.38, 0.04]  -0.16 [-0.37, 0.05] 

  Other  -0.01 [-0.28, 0.27]  <0.01 [-0.27, 0.27]  -0.08 [-0.37, 0.21]  -0.06 [-0.35, 0.22] 

Age     

  65+   —   —   —   — 

  45-64  0.32 [0.15, 0.48]**  0.33 [0.16, 0.49]**  1.21 [0.76, 1.65]**  1.22 [0.78, 1.65]** 

  25-44  0.73 [0.55, 0.91]**  0.74 [0.56, 0.92]**  1.65 [1.20, 2.09]**  1.66 [1.22, 2.10]** 

  18-24  1.04 [0.83, 1.25]**  1.06 [0.85, 1.28]**  1.88 [1.44, 2.32]**  1.90 [1.47, 2.34]** 

Education     

  HS or Less   —   —   —   — 

  GED/Some Coll.  0.18 [-0.01, 0.38]  0.18 [-0.02, 0.37]  0.19 [0.02, 0.36]  0.18 [0.01, 0.36] 

  College Grad +  0.13 [-0.09, 0.34]  0.11 [-0.10, 0.33]  0.15 [-0.05, 0.36]  0.13 [-0.07, 0.34] 

Urbanicity     

  Urban    —   —   —   — 

  Rural   -0.21 [-0.45, 0.03]  -0.21 [-0.45, 0.03]  -0.29 [-0.60, 0.03]  -0.28 [-0.60, 0.03] 
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Notes.

Geographical region 

 95% CI = confidence interval.  

    

  Northeast   —   —   —   — 

  Midwest  -0.05 [-0.32, 0.21]  -0.04 [-0.31, 0.22]  -0.02 [-0.29, 0.26]  -0.01 [-0.29, 0.26] 

  South   -0.22 [-0.47, 0.03]  -0.21 [-0.46, 0.04]  -0.15 [-0.37, 0.07]  -0.14 [-0.37, 0.09] 

  West   -0.01 [-0.26, 0.25]  -0.01 [-0.26, 0.25]   0.08 [-0.16, 0.31]   0.07 [-0.17, 0.31] 

Any other past-year 

substance use disorder 

(SUD)

 

2 

   

  No past-year SUD   —   —   —   — 

  Any other past-year SUD  1.31 [1.08, 1.55]**  1.32 [1.09, 1.56]**  1.05 [0.88, 1.23]**  1.06 [0.88, 1.23]** 

Lifetime conduct or antisocial 

disorder

 
3 

   

  No disorder   —   —   —   — 

  Conduct/antisocial disorder  0.80 [0.31, 1.29]*  0.81 [0.32, 1.30]*  0.40 [0.16, 0.64]*  0.39 [0.15, 0.64]* 

Household history of 

substance problem by 

parent/adult 

    

   No household history  —   —  —  — 

   Yes household history  0.11 [-0.12, 0.34]  0.10 [-0.13, 0.33]  0.15 [-0.03, 0.34]  0.16 [-0.03, 0.34] 

  Don’t know/missing/other -0.20 [-1.16, 0.76] -0.20 [-1.16, 0.76] -0.57 [-1.58, 0.44] -0.58 [-1.59, 0.43] 

Overdispersion Parameter 

(for Negative Binomial 

models)

 

4 

  2.80 [2.49, 3.15]**  2.82 [2.50, 3.17]** 

R-squared (for Linear 

Regression Models) 
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1The sexual orientation discrimination scale in model 1 and model 3 consisted of past-year sexual orientation discrimination experiences (0-24) while the sexual orientation 

discrimination scale in model 2 and model 4 consisted of prior-to-past-year sexual orientation discrimination experiences (0-24). 
2Any other past-year DSM-5 other substance use disorder consisted of cannabis, cocaine, heroin, hallucinogen, inhalant, prescription opioid, sedative/tranquilizer, stimulant, and/or 

other drug use disorder (e.g., ecstasy, ketamine).  
3DSM-5 conduct/antisocial personality disorder consisted of lifetime conduct disorder and/or antisocial personality disorder. 
4

— = reference group. * p <= 0.01, ** p <= 0.001. 

The overdispersion parameter captures the amount of additional variance above and beyond a Poisson distribution (where the mean of the DV is equal to the variance); if the 

reported confidence interval does not include zero, this suggests that the Negative Binomial model provides a better fit to the observed count data than the Poisson model. 

 

Table 4. Five Logit Models for Past-Year Groupings of DSM-5 Alcohol Use Disorder Symptoms Among Sexual Minorities 

 No Past-Year  

DSM-5 AUD 

Symptoms

Past-Year Impaired 

Control AUD 

Symptoms1 

Past-Year Social 

Impairment AUD 

Symptoms1 

Past-Year Risky  

1 

Use AUD  

Symptoms

Past-Year 

Pharmacologic AUD 

Symptoms1 1 

Covariates AOR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI] 

Past-year sexual orientation 

discrimination scale

 
2 0.96 [0.93, 1.00] 

 

1.03 [1.00, 1.08] 

 

1.07 [1.02, 1.12]* 

 

1.05 [1.00, 1.10] 

 

1.08 [1.03, 1.13]** 

Sex      

   Male — — — — — 

   Female 1.37 [1.10, 1.70]* 0.75 [0.60, 0.93]* 0.74 [0.52, 1.05] 0.91 [0.73, 1.14] 0.80 [0.61, 1.04] 

Race/ethnicity      

   White — — — — — 

   Black 0.88 [0.68, 1.15] 1.18 [0.90, 1.54] 1.33 [0.94, 1.90] 1.02 [0.75, 1.39] 1.55 [1.15, 2.07]* 

   Hispanic 1.12 [0.89, 1.41] 0.86 [0.67, 1.09] 1.14 [0.76, 1.72] 0.86 [0.61, 1.19] 1.17 [0.87, 1.59] 

   Other 1.18 [0.83, 1.69] 0.90 [0.63, 1.29] 1.02 [0.55, 1.86] 0.82 [0.50, 1.35] 1.29 [0.81, 2.07] 

Age      

    65+ — — — — — 
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    45-64 0.43 [0.28, 0.65]** 2.84 [1.69, 4.75]** 6.59 [2.26, 19.23]* 3.14 [1.54, 6.40]* 2.35 [1.24, 4.45]* 

    25-44 0.25 [0.16, 0.38]** 5.35 [3.07, 9.35]** 10.20 [3.48, 29.93]** 5.15 [2.55, 10.39]** 3.90 [2.09, 7.29]** 

    18-24 0.17 [0.11, 0.26]** 6.78 [3.83, 11.99]** 13.28 [4.47, 39.43]** 7.45 [3.77, 14.73]** 6.97 [3.73, 13.02]** 

Educational Attainment      

   HS or Less — — — — — 

   GED/Some Coll. 0.83 [0.67, 1.03] 1.25 [0.98, 1.59] 0.98 [0.71, 1.34] 1.44 [1.13,1.83]* 1.24 [0.96, 1.61] 

   College Grad + 0.68 [0.51, 0.91]* 1.42 [1.06, 1.90] 0.78 [0.51, 1.19] 1.49 [1.03, 2.14] 1.09 [0.78, 1.53] 

Urbanicity      

   Urban  — — — — — 

   Rural  1.41 [1.00, 2.00] 0.72 [0.52, 1.00] 0.93 [0.53, 1.63] 0.71 [0.50, 1.00] 0.72 [0.50, 1.04] 

Geographical region      

   Northeast — — — — — 

   Midwest 1.08 [0.76, 1.54] 0.79 [0.54, 1.15] 1.06 [0.65, 1.74] 1.02 [0.68, 1.51] 1.07 [0.67, 1.71] 

   South  1.17 [0.89, 1.53] 0.70 [0.52, 0.94] 0.77 [0.47, 1.25] 0.85 [0.60, 1.20] 1.01 [0.67, 1.51] 

   West  0.81 [0.60, 1.10] 1.20 [0.86, 1.66] 1.00 [0.62, 1.63] 0.96 [0.67, 1.36] 1.07 [0.70, 1.65] 

Any other past-year substance 

use disorder (SUD)

 
3 

    

    No past-year SUD — — — — — 

    Any other past-year SUD 0.33 [0.27, 0.40]** 3.03 [2.43, 3.79]** 3.87 [2.92, 5.13]** 3.10 [2.47, 3.91]** 3.44 [2.67, 4.43]*** 

Lifetime conduct or antisocial 

disorder

 
4 

    

    No disorder — — — — — 

    Conduct/antisocial disorder 0.76 [0.54, 1.05] 1.40 [1.00, 1.98] 2.28 [1.51, 3.42]** 1.26 [0.90, 1.77] 1.61 [1.11, 2.33] 

Household history of substance 

problem by parent/adult 

     

   No household history — — — — — 
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   Yes household history 0.93 [0.74, 1.16] 1.06 [0.86, 1.31] 1.23 [0.91, 1.67] 1.13 [0.88, 1.46] 1.22 [0.87, 1.72] 

   Don’t know/missing/other 2.43 [0.81, 7.28] 0.57 [0.19, 1.68] 1.36 [0.31, 6.01] 0.78 [0.18, 3.28] 0.39 [0.06, 2.50] 

Notes. AOR = odds ratio from logistic regression analyses adjusted for all covariates. 95% CI = confidence interval. The sample size was 3,463 for each of the five logit models. 
1Consistent with the DSM-5, the past-year alcohol use disorder criteria were grouped into the following categories: (1) impaired control (e.g., drank more or longer than intended, 

tried unsuccessfully to cut down, spent a lot of time drinking, craving); (2) social impairment (e.g., role interference, family/friend problems, gave up activities); (3) risky use (e.g., 

drink in risky situations, alcohol-related health problems); (4) pharmacologic (e.g., tolerance, withdrawal) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).   

2Sexual orientation discrimination scale consisted of actual counts of past-year sexual orientation discrimination experiences (0-24). 
3Any other past-year DSM-5 other substance use disorder consisted of cannabis, cocaine, heroin, hallucinogen, inhalant, prescription opioid, sedative/tranquilizer, stimulant, and/or 

other drug use disorder (e.g., ecstasy, ketamine).  
4

— = reference group. * p <= 0.01, ** p <= 0.001. 

DSM-5 conduct/antisocial personality disorder consisted of lifetime conduct disorder and/or antisocial personality disorder. 
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